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50 YEARS 
OF DESIGN 

1971–2021  

The human hand can’t do anything 

perfectly – and that’s the beauty of it. 

Honoring perfect imperfection has become my 

life’s work. I’m inspired by textures and patterns 

found in nature, translating them to designs 

in glass and pottery. 

When I opened my first shop in Kilkenny, 

Ireland in 1971, I never would’ve dreamed that 

five decades later I would have the privilege 

to share my products with so many of you.

I’m deeply grateful for our makers, our teams 

that work to bring products to our customers 

and all of you who have brought our pieces 

into your homes. 

Thank you for sharing this journey with me.
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POTTERY DECOR

Crystalline Curio Vase - L
Shown in Sunset

8543 | 12½" x 9¾" | $350

Candent

Cobalt

Jade

Dusk

Sunset

Rose

Crystalline Curio Bud Vase
Shown in Dusk

7946 | 35/8" x 3" | $85

Sunset

Dusk

Jade

Candent

Cobalt

Crystalline Curio Vase - M
Shown in Jade

5413 | 9¾" x 8" | $275

Jade Crystalline Teardrop Vase - M
Shown in Cobalt

5337 | 10½" x 5¾" |  $275

Crystalline Teardrop Vase - S
Shown in Candent

5356 | 6⅛" x 4" | $175

Candent

Cobalt

Jade

Candent

Cobalt

Jade

Dusk

Sunset

Our Crystalline Glazes

Jade

Candent

Cobalt Sunset

RoseDusk

POTTERY 
DECOR

Our Windsor pottery workshop is a maker 
space where master artisans ideate advanced 
techniques, upon which we constantly iterate 

with unique new glazes and effects. From 
celestial Crystalline to earthy Beachstone and 
beyond, each stunning piece is one of a kind.
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Crystalline Platter
Shown in Jade

5512 | 2" x 14¼" | $350

JadeCandent Cobalt Dusk Sunset

POTTERY DECOR

Candent - L

Candent - M

Sunset - L

Sunset - M

Crystalline Twist Heart Bowl - S
Shown in Rose

8544 | 2" x 4¾" | $85

Cobalt

Jade

Rose

Candent

Sunset Crystalline Twist Heart Bowl - L
Shown in Candent

5416 | 2¾" x 9¾" | $175

Candent

Rose

NEW | Crystalline Pumpkin
Shown as a sketch

M - 9453 | 5¼" x 6½" | $165 
L - 9467 | 6½" x 8½" | $230

POTTERY DECOR

Beachstone Bowl - L
9007 | 5½" x 155/8" | $260

Beachstone Classic Vase
9093 | 8½" x 53/8" | $200

Beachstone Round Vase
9008 | 10" x 10½" | $275

All dimensions in H, W Products scaled to show detail
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PRODUCT CARE

GLASS

Simon Pearce glass is created by master glassblowers using the finest 
materials and artisan techniques. Hand washing is recommended, 
although dishwasher safe. Do not expose to extreme temperature 

changes. A shock in temperatures from hot or cold liquids can cause 
fractures. Glass is not recommended for use in microwaves or ovens. 
Do not place glass objects in direct sunlight as certain angles magnify 

light, causing a potential fire hazard. Glass is lead-free.

CANDLEHOLDERS

Due to the handmade nature of our candleholders, shapes and sizes 
may vary. Extinguish tapers and pillar candles when flame reaches 

two inches above the base. Never leave burning candles unattended.

POTTERY

Our pottery is lead-free, handcrafted stoneware. It is dishwasher, 
microwave, freezer and oven safe. If placed in the freezer, bring 
to room temperature before placing in the microwave or oven. 

Do not expose pottery to extreme temperature changes; 
this can cause fractures.

FLATWARE

All flatware is made of the finest quality stainless steel. 
While dishwasher safe, avoid cleaners that may contain citrus. 

To prevent spotting, heat or hand dry immediately. Please note that 
dry spots are easily removed by rubbing with a damp soft cloth. 
Over time a natural patina is possible. If oxidation occurs, light 

buffing is recommended.



www.simonpearce.com

orders + 
inquiries

109 Park Road, Windsor, Vermont 05089

Simon Pearce Wholesale Division
Email: wholesale@simonpearce.com

Phone: 877.452.7769 | Fax: 802.230.2410 
Prices subject to change

Photo by Judy Laliberte, Quechee, VT



The perfectly imperfect impression of the pontil iron is a signature of our brand
and a reminder of the human element of the glassblowing process.


